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The pin must be UP before 

pumping! If it’s down: press the 

pin down and turn it “counter 

clockwise” until the pin pops up.

Start pumping in Double Action (with te red niple in the 

pump)  to about 0,3 BAR (7 PSI). Then switch to Single Action 

(turn the red niple off ) and fill to maximum 1,0 bar (15PSI). 

This is a good warming up…! 

Turn the tube on the pump at the “inflate” input. Put the 

nozzle into the air valve and turn it “clockwise”

Always lock the valve 

cover when in use. 

Keep it free of sand 

and rinse the valve 

part in fresh water 

after use
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Pump up your board:

FIN Placement: Leash:
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BEWARE: Place your board in the shadow if you’re not on the water and reduce pressure to prevent 
overpressure and damage of your SUP board! Especially in sunny and warm conditions!

Board Deflation:
Deflate by pressing the pin down. Fixate the 

pin by turning it “clockwise”. Don’t mind the 

air that escapes!

After the board is pumped up, slide in the 

Fin and insert the fixing stick. Always turn 

the SUP upside down on the waterfront, so 

that it does not lean on the fin.

You can mount the leash yourself at the desired 

position on the board: on one of the deck rings or the 

central position on the center handle.





Roll up the SUP from the front to the back. So roll over to the valve and make sure it’s open. Do not roll up the SUP too 

tightly to avoid sharp folds in the PVC. This is how the SUP fits perfectly in the backpack.

•  Place your SUP in the shadow when not in use. When the weather is hot (>25 degrees), we suggest to pump until 12 

PSI.

• Before storing, deflate the board and let it dry completely to prevent mildew.

• We suggest storage indoor and between +10 and 30 degrees

• Losing air in the vent? Use the tool (Valve handle) to fix the valve tight (in the repair set):

 1. Press the pin to deflate the SUP

 2.  With one hand press the valve handle in the vent and turn the handle clockwise carefully. It is normal to do 

it ones a year, because it comes loose from usage.

 3. Attention: The valve handle is for repair only, DO NOT use it for normal inflate or deflate!
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Storage:

Maintenance: 
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Slide the loose paddle together. To get the right paddle length, you can adjust the top of the paddle by sliding the lock 

backwards with two fingers at the same time. Then move it to the correct length and secure it again. The ideal paddle 

length is 20 centimeters above your head.

PadDle:


